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August 2016 afmw.org/vic Volume 14 Issue 4 

President’s Report 

Associate Professor Deb Colville 

Dear Colleagues, 

Welcome to our newsletter. 

This month I attended the Medical Women’s International Association conference in 

Vienna. The conference theme was Gen Y, where I learnt about intergenerational 

mentoring. Highlights for me included workshops on domestic violence, gender 

medicine Masters Degrees in Europe, a session run by the European Women’s 

Lobby, and a feminism workshop run by young MWIA members on feminism. We 

passed resolutions in which MWIA recommends integrated – rather than fragmented – services for domestic 

violence, protection of health workers in war zones, cautions about surrogacy, abolition of violence against health 

care workers, and human rights advocacy in relation to Zika virus infection. The next triennium theme, under our 

new President Bettina Pfleiderer is Medical Women: Ambassadors of Change (2016-2019).  

I commend to you in this edition articles from our VMWS student committee members about HIV/AIDS and the role 

of grandmothers, the choices a feminist might make 

about her own wedding, and the experience of part-

time internship, including recommendations for others 

embarking on this course. You will also read about our 

hugely successful ‘Connect over Coffee’ event with a 

paediatric theme and an emphasis on mentoring.  

I also commend to you our Events Calendar: notably, 

the celebration of our founder Dr Constance Stone and 

unveiling of our plaque honouring WWI women doctors 

at a Welsh Church service, our evening event about 

doctors’ preventive responses to domestic violence, and 

our AGM and Constance Stone Oration delivered by Dr 

Merrilyn Murnane.  

Finally, a brief word about our membership renewal 

form: in order to identify our MWIA members under 40 

years of age and Golden Jubilee members who have 

served in medicine for over 50 years, we have asked for 

your date or year of birth.  

I wish you all well for Spring. 

Best wishes, 

Deb Colville 

President VMWS 
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AIDS2016: Celebrating achievement, but leaving no one behind 

Ms Hui Ling Yeoh, Shadow IT Officer and Student Representative, Monash University   

“We thought we were doing our duty. We knew we were demonstrating our love. In fact, we were 

raising a nation.”    

- South African grandmothers at AIDS2016 

 

I recently had the privilege of attending the 21st International AIDS Conference in Durban, South Africa. Like the last 

conference held in Melbourne in 2014, this conference struck me as a uniquely egalitarian platform, where doctors 

and scientists are only one aspect of a bigger and broader community including people living with HIV, LGBTQIA+ 

people, sex workers, lawyers, activists and many others fighting to end AIDS.  

The conference launched with a reminder that the last time it was held in Durban, South Africa’s political leadership 

were denying that AIDS was caused by HIV, and therefore denying access to antiretroviral therapy to millions of 

South Africans. Now, South Africa has the largest antiretroviral program in the world.  

There were many scientific highlights during the conference, but for me, the conference was an invaluable education 

because it showed me the innumerable facets of this virus. For example, I learnt about the grandmothers of sub-

Saharan Africa. In this region, HIV/AIDS has killed a generation of mothers and fathers, leaving behind millions of 

orphans. They are cared for by their grandmothers, also called gogos in Zulu. Gogos often care for ten to fifteen 

children at a time, despite little support from the government, and with incredible vulnerability to physical and 

sexual violence. Gogos are unsung heroes. Many are frail and impoverished, living with HIV themselves. Where their 

governments provide a pension, it is often inadequate, and requires months of applications and long queues for 

payments. As in Australia, elderly women suffer the dual burden of societal sexism and ageism. Women may live 

longer around the world, but they are often more vulnerable, more likely to live in poverty, and more likely to take 

on child-bearing responsibilities in their old age because of their gender. If feminism is for all women, then we 

should also be fighting for our most vulnerable and most resilient – our gogos.  

The conference also reminded me of the suffragettes and of ongoing feminist activism. On every day of the 

conference, protestors marched outside the conference centre for access to medications, improved pensions for 

grandmothers, and services for young people. At AIDS2014, activism was even a scheduled part of the program. In 

this conference, during a plenary with the Health Minister of South Africa, a group of young activists marched onto 

the stage. It was uncomfortable and disruptive, but my supervisor pointed out that uncomfortable and disruptive 

activism has always been required to achieve success in gaining rights for people living with HIV and other vulnerable 

groups.  

 
Month 

Events Calendar 2016 
Date and event 

 
Location 

September 

Wed 7th, 1830: Preventing Family 
Violence event 
Sun 11th, 11am: Annual service in 
honour of Queen Vic Hospital and 
Dr Constance Stone 
Sat 17th, 0930: Bushwalking Connect 
Over Coffee event 

Conference Room A, Ground Floor, 
Royal Women’s Hospital 

 
Welsh Church, Latrobe Street, 

Melbourne 
 

Dandenong Ranges 

October 

Mon 3rd, 1900: VMWS Committee 
meeting 
Wed 5th, 1700: Connect Over Coffee 
event 

Lyceum Club 
 

Victoria’s Secret Bar (opposite St 
Vincent’s on Victoria Parade) 

November 
Sat 5th, 1630 - 2130: AGM, 
Constance Stone Oration 

Avant Offices, 543 Bridge Rd, 
Richmond 

December Mon 5th: VMWS Committee meeting Lyceum Club 
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My research last year was about the aging health of people living with HIV in Australia. The progress that has been 

made in HIV is an incredible cause for celebration. Think for a minute how truly amazing it is that we can now tell 

patients diagnosed with HIV that it is no longer a “death sentence”, that the “era of AIDS is over”, that HIV is now 

more like a chronic disease to manage “like diabetes”. This conference reminded me that medical and scientific 

advances can only do so much – what makes us lucky in Australia is our access to healthcare, something denied to 

many people around the world.   

Unfortunately, this celebration needs to be tempered with the acknowledgement of our privilege, and of those who 

still need scientific advances to help them gain access. We risk complacency – Australia is one of the only few 

countries in the world whose incidence of HIV is still increasing, while the rest of the world is doing everything to 

keep it decreasing. We risk the continued devastation of HIV 

in places like sub-Saharan Africa, simply because HIV is “no 

longer” a significant health issue for Australians, and wealthy 

countries will no longer invest resources in tackling the 

challenges that remain.  

So, while we celebrate how far we’ve come, we should also 

remember that our privilege comes from the fortune of our 

births. We should still fight for those who need fighting for. 

We should still care about HIV even though we no longer face 

AIDS. If we become complacent now, then our celebration is 

only arrogance, and tars the legacy of those who fought and 

died in the fight against HIV.   

“Condom couture” - fashion exhibition at AIDS2016 
 

Part-time internship – guinea pig or trail blazer: Part II 

Dr Elysia Robb, Intern  

In response to an article in a recent VMWS newsletter, by Kelly Hughes, I write to explain my part-

time internship and will do so over multiple newsletters. If you have any specific questions, please 

email us, and we can respond in the next newsletter. Your details will be kept in confidence and not 

published. 

I have just started the second year of my part-time internship at Austin Health. I had two children 

during my medical degrees and although I would have completed my internship full-time, I was glad to hear that 

part-time was an option. Initially I turned my nose up at the idea, thinking I was far too “gung-ho” about medicine to 

work part-time. Not to say that I am not gung-ho about medicine these days, but I realised early on that I liked 

spending a lot of time with my kids and caring for them (some aspects more than others!!!). I also learned early that 

juggling two babies/toddlers, and a 60-hour-a-week/unpredictable/rotating roster – often sprung on interns at the 

last minute – internship, a partner, a household, a build/renovation, and everything else, was best avoided, for my 

physical and mental well-being.    

This is Part II of the series.  

WHERE? 

I am the first part-time intern at Austin Health. Royal Melbourne also employed two part-timers in a job-share 

arrangement starting in 2015. This year, three part-time interns commenced a novel arrangement whereby they 

rotate to three different hospitals – the Northern, Austin and St. Vincent’s. Ballarat Hospital has hosted part-time 

interns in the past in a job-share arrangement, and I believe Monash Health and Western Health have also employed 

part-time interns. Some part-time internships are arranged as job-shares; others are supernumerary.  

FUNDING and ACCREDITATION 
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My internship is supernumerary. Supernumerary means additional, so the hospital employs their usual number of 

interns plus the supernumerary. So at Austin Health we had 61.5 interns at the beginning of 2015. 

The government has recently introduced new funding to pay for these positions in an attempt to encourage 

hospitals to take on part-time interns. The Post-Graduate Medical Council of Victoria (PMCV) administrates the 

funds. As a supernumerary intern, I am always placed on the busiest units to make sure there is enough work for me 

and my co-interns (and don’t worry, there is, and then some!). 

Once a part-time internship is on the horizon, PMCV takes proposals from the hospitals regarding the internship 

program (i.e. the hours, the length, the rotations). Part-time interns must fulfil the same requirements as full-time 

interns, including a certain number of hours, and core rotations in general medicine, general surgery and emergency 

medicine. The proposal and accreditation process take into account the supernumerary getting sufficient experience, 

whilst simultaneously not taking experience away from the other interns.  

The supernumerary roster and hours can be negotiated between the hospital and the intern. 

Job-share intern positions can be applied for through the PMCV computer-match and/or to individual hospitals. And 

as the name suggests, this is a shared application process and the two applicants apply together. Occasionally, 

hospitals advertise job-share positions for interns, as the Royal Melbourne Hospital did last year. Personally, I have 

only ever heard of this one example.  

Sometimes the candidates have some ability to negotiate the roster 

whereas at other times, the hospital dictates this from the beginning. 

The arrangement tends to evolve over time to best suit all parties. 

The job-share internships occurring now were originally advertised as 

a ‘two-week on’/’two-week off’ arrangement and have since changed 

to ‘five-weeks on’/’five-weeks off’, so it would seem that there can be 

flexibility.  

The benefit of supernumerary internship is that it is a negotiation 

between employee and employer, and not multiple employees.  

If you are thinking of working part-time, please see our job sharing 

advertisement and apply now, or contact PMCV directly.  

 
 

A feminist planning her wedding 

Ms Asika Pelenda, Student Representative, Melbourne University   

The notion of a bad feminist has been brought up commonly, be it while watching a TV series that 

contains sexist microaggressions or when you unknowingly patronise a fellow woman’s thoughts 

when trying to educate them. It isn’t always easy to live your feminist life without encountering 

conflicts between what you ‘should’ or ‘shouldn’t’ do or enjoy. I reject the notion of a ‘good’ or 

‘bad’ feminist because my idea of feminism has always had entrenched within it freedom of 

choice, and the ability to non-judgementally listen to and educate others. The latest inner conflict I have been 

grappling with for months is whether or not marriage and feminism are mutually exclusive.  

A prospective job sharer for 2017 seeks: 
 Resident/HMO2 position 
 At RMH, Austin, St V’s, Northern or Western Hospitals 
 Specialty areas: O&G, medicine, paediatrics, psychiatry 
 Seeking interest from a doctor willing to work 6 months full-time in O&G for second half of 2017 
 and/or, interest for a part-time job sharer for second half of 2017 (working 2-3 days per week) 
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I can certainly understand that some age-old traditions in marriage are sexist on a 

number of fronts, such as a woman changing her last name to her male partner’s, 

construed as a loss of her identity with the process of ownership being transferred from 

one man, her father, to another, her husband. Not to mention the wedding market 

being geared towards appeasing females alone.  

Like so many others, I grew up with the fairytale of one day being married, likely a 

product of all the fantasy novels I read and romantic comedies I watched. I am 

undeniably a hopeless romantic. However, I naively never saw marriage as embedded in 

a patriarchal system. To me, it was simply a display of love and commitment to your 

significant other in the presence of your nearest and dearest. Now, twelve months deep 

in wedding planning and going through phases from ‘I-don’t-want-to-get-married’, to 

‘event-planning-is-pretty-fun’, to ‘I-think-all-my-feminist-friends-are-judging-me’, I have 

had time to reflect and gain some understanding of the complex Venn diagram of being 

a feminist planning her wedding. 

I must start by introducing the topic of intersectional feminism – that is, how factors 

such as culture and race play a part in the discussion of equality. Those from certain 

cultural backgrounds would understand that a wedding is a grand affair; it would be 

only a slight exaggeration to say your parent’s life savings have been allotted for this 

very purpose! To say that marriage is for the oppressed, is to blatantly disregard the 

fact that in some cultures the union of two people and two families by extension, is a 

momentous occasion that is steeped in cultural significance. Marriage remains an 

important aspect of preserving one’s culture and heritage, and thus placates many 

migrant parents who fear their children will lose touch with their roots. Having grown 

up in such a culture, there are certain values that I feel obliged to meet out of respect 

for my parents, my own ethnic heritage, and to remain true to that aspect of my 

identity. However, I do sometimes wonder whether I would be getting married if I 

weren’t Sri Lankan. Despite deliberating on this for months, I don’t know the answer to 

this and in fact, I don’t think I ever will. Marriage remains an intrinsic cornerstone within 

our culture and it is difficult to hypothesise how I would think and feel had I grown up in 

a different setting.  

Speaking with a number of friends who are currently planning their wedding, I have seen a growing trend to reclaim 

it to suit their own values. Women are choosing to omit their father ‘giving them away’, keeping their surnames, 

removing the bouquet toss, insisting that the photographer contact their partner instead and even in cultural 

weddings, choosing to exclude sexist traditions all together. I think these active choices are in fact empowering and 

frequently encourage thought and discussion amongst family and friends. Moreover, choosing to omit or change 

customs to remain true to yourself makes a bold statement and can influence your 12-year old cousin who may grow 

up viewing marriage differently. While feminism is frequently regarded as making choices to achieve equality, a 

woman choosing not to engage with the above, still remains true to herself and exercises her own choice – 

something she should not be made to feel inferior for. Perhaps instead of judging other women, we should be happy 

if they are happy, and encourage open discussion regarding how to plan a wedding that is true to every aspect of 

one’s character. 

In the current third wave of feminism, where we have the opportunity to shift thinking and innovate, I encourage 

you all to consider in what ways we can make weddings and marriage feminist-friendly so as not to exclude, 

misunderstand and make others feel like less of a feminist for having the right to choose. There is no prescribed one-

size-fits-all model for marriage. Call me an idealist if you will, but I truly believe the notion of a feminist wedding 

exists.  
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Call for 2017 committee applications 

With only two months to go before our Annual General Meeting (AGM), now is the time to start thinking about 
applying for a position on the VMWS Committee! VMWS is an inclusive, diverse group of medical women passionate 
about promoting and defending equitable health care for all Victorians. In addition to promoting the needs of 
marginalised communities, the VMWS takes a leading role in promoting the needs of women and children, including 
the personal and professional needs of women working in the healthcare industry.  
 
Benefits for committee members include: skills building across a number of areas (e.g. leadership, advocacy, 
financial management, sponsorship, promotions, IT, strategic planning); participation in national and international 
representation; and opportunities to work collaboratively and network, with other dedicated women. 
 
There are plenty of positions to suit different skill sets, areas of interest and availabilities, including: 

 Office Bearers: President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer 

 General Committee Members: Strategic Planning, Website Management, Promotions Officer, Social 
Secretary, Newsletter Editor, AMA Representative, AFMW Representatives, Sponsorship Officer 

 Medical Student Representatives: Monash, Melbourne, Notre Dame, and Deakin Universities 
 
Please find the following forms attached to your newsletter email: 

 Office Bearer and General Committee Member Position Descriptions 

 Student Representative Position Description 

 Nomination Form 
  
We look forward to receiving your applications! 
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Reflections from the Connect Over Coffee: Paediatric Edition Event  

Ms Kim Pham, Student Representative, 
Melbourne University   

It is always difficult to gather medical women 

together. While students often have more time, are 

keen to build connections and to learn about their 

prospective careers, doctors are time-poor and so 

running this COCO with the support of so many 

paediatric doctors was a blessing. 

To facilitate this I changed my approach to COCO. 

Firstly, I took the meeting to the doctors; it’s hard 

for them to say no when they spend the rest of the 

day i n the same building. Secondly, I directly 

approached doctors with a theme for the event so 

that they knew that people present would be 

directly interested in them and their work. Finally, I 

chose a time that allowed them to fit it in with their schedule, and see us before returning home to families, 

children, research and study. 

We had approximately 20 to 25 students and 5 doctors in attendance. The afternoon was filled with hot chocolates 

and coffee, and buzzing discussions, Overhead conversations included ‘How do you do it?’ to ‘How do I get to where 

you are?!’ Students also had the opportunity to connect with people from different universities and year levels, 

which worked beautifully in strengthening networks amongst medical women. 

I want to thank the paediatric doctors who gave up their time to attend: Dr Julie Bines, Dr Charlotte Elder, Dr Steph 

Giles, Dr Amy Gray, Dr Sonia Grover and Dr Wonie Uahwatanasakul. Your insights and wisdom were greatly 

appreciated by the students. In addition, I would like to thank the interns who attended and mentored students, and 

finally Smith + Singleton for hosting us. 

We look forward to hosting another paediatric 

themed COCO next year, but in the meantime, 

please join us for another COCO on Wednesday 

5th of October, at Victoria’s Secret Bar (opposite 

St Vincent’s on Victoria Parade). Please invite 

any doctors who work in the area and contact 

me (kim.pham@me.com) to register your 

attendance.  

Your expression of interest allows us to advertise 

the event with your name and profession, and to 

plan ahead. In addition to our attendees at this 

recent event, we had interest from over 200 

students on the Facebook event, and are 

connecting better than ever with female medical 

students. 

 
 

 

 

Smith + Singleton, Royal Children’s Hospital 

mailto:kim.pham@me.com
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Update 66, June 2016: Key Summary 

 MWIA was well represented at the World Health Assembly of WHO. 
 

 Congratulations to Dr. Edith Schratzberger, our MWIA representative to the European Women’s Lobby (EWL), 
who was recently elected President of the EWL. 

 

 The DPINGO Conference in Gyeongju, Korea from May 30-June 1, 2016 was attended by President, Kyung Ah 
Park, and by our youth representative, Aishu Narasimhadevara.  The theme was Education for Global 
Citizenship. 

 

 MWIA sent a letter to the editor of the Journal of Ethics in response to the article describing the ‘nicking’ of 
genitals as a compromise for FGM in the West. 

 

 MWIA tweets regularly on topics of interest. One example was about the need for humanitarian security 
following the bombing of a MSF supported hospital in Syria. The handle is @MedWIA. 

 

 MWIA continues to partner with ZONTA International with birthing kits. If you have a need for kits, please let 
the secretariat know. 

 

 The Egyptian Medical Women put in a bid to interview adolescents for the Accelerated Action for the Health of 
Adolescents, organised by WHO. 

 

March 13-24, 2017, United Nations, New York City 
Priority theme: Women’s economic empowerment in the changing world of work 
Review theme: Challenges and achievements in the implementation of the Millennium Development Goals for 
women and girls (agreed conclusions of the fifty-eighth session) 
 
May 21-26, 2017, Geneva, Switzerland 
World Health Assembly of the World Health Organization 
 
August 25-27, 2017, Hong Kong 
Western Pacific Regional Meeting, Medical Women’s International Association http://web.hkwda.com. Abstract 
deadline February 2017. Sponsorship enquiries to vic@afmw.org.au 
 
2019, MWIA Meeting, New York 
Held every 3 years. 2019 will be the Centenial MWIA meeting, est. 1919.   

http://web.hkwda.com/
mailto:vic@afmw.org.au
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Meet the Committee 

Each newsletter features some of our fabulous committee members, so you can get to know your representatives. 

Ms Rachel Shingaki-Wells 
Student Representative, Deakin University 

Rachel is in her third year of medicine at Deakin University and is based at the Geelong Clinical 

School. Prior to this, Rachel studied molecular biology at The University of Western Australia, and 

then went on to do Honours and a PhD in plant biochemistry. Her interests include all things dog-

related, 35 mm and medium format film photography, gender and racial politics as well as science-

based medicine. She has a growing interest in how pharmaceutical companies influence the 

decision-making of doctors through sponsored lunches and ‘free’ drug samples. 

Ms Jazmin Fisher 

Stud ent Representative, Deakin University 
Jazmin Fisher is in her third year of Medicine at Deakin University. She currently has an interest 

in pursuing a surgical pathway, but is open to almost anything. Jazmin is interested in how 

gender expectations and the physiological role of females in reproduction influences career 

trajectory in medicine, and ways this can be transformed to ensure equity. In her spare time, 

she enjoys experimenting with her culinary skills, cultivating her vegetable garden and playing in 

a touch rugby team. On top of study, she is attempting to edge her way through the novel 

Infinite Jest one sentence at a time.  

Ms Sarah Kari 

Student Representative, Monash University   
Sarah Kari is in her fourth year of the MBBS at Monash University. She is interested in pregnancy, 
birth, and early childhood, as well as access to abortion and LARCs. She joined the VMWS 
committee hoping to recycle some of the skills from her law degree and her 10 years as a senior 
policy analyst in the federal government. When not cramming medical facts, she enjoys building 
marble runs with her two- and seven-year-olds.  

VMWS Mentoring Programme 

Are you interested in being part of our program? We are looking for medical women at all stages of their careers 
who would like to have a mentor or be a mentor and gain all the fantastic benefits associated with both roles. 

Are you a doctor in training who might have some insights to share with students, or an intern wanting advice 
from an established medical woman in your chosen specialty, or a retired physician with a bit more time and 
willingness to share your experiences with a more junior member? We would love to hear from all of you! 

Our programme will involve an initial 12 month commitment with at least one meeting in person and then 
continued communication of your choice including by email, phone or skype if that works for you. Mentees and 
mentors will be matched on specialties, medical interests and location.  

We currently have students on our list who are looking for mentors in areas including: 

 GP  Women’s health 

 Global and public health  Paediatrics 

 Neurology  Emergency medicine 

 Plastic surgery  Anaesthetics 

 Oncology  Dermatology 

 General surgery  Indigenous health  

  
For more information or to register your interest, please email the Mentoring Program coordinators Dr Cara Beck 

(carajbeck@gmail.com) or Dr Alyce Wilson (alyce.n.wilson@gmail.com)  

mailto:carajbeck@gmail.com
mailto:alyce.n.wilson@gmail.com
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 The Victorian Medical Women’s Society Inc.   
Membership Invoice 1 July 2016 – 30 June 2017 

 

ABN 67 120 250 797 - Inc A0061560B 
(MEMBERSHIP PERIOD IS FROM 1 JULY TO 30TH JUNE) 

Membership Eligibility: Full membership is open to registered female medical practitioners (FMP); non-registered FMPs can join 
as an associate member, and Student membership is open to female medical students. 

(NOTE: this invoice becomes a tax receipt upon payment, please retain the top section for your records) 
                         

Full Members          Rural Members       

(>100km from GPO)    

Senior Members 
   

Retired Members 
 (>65 yrs) 

Student Members 

 1 yr  $176.00  1 yr  $77.00  1 yr  $132.00  1 yr  $132.00  1 yr  $38.50 

 3 yrs  $475.20  3 yrs  $207.90  3 yrs  $356.40    PGY1/2 Members 

 5 yrs $748.00  5 yrs  $327.25  5 yrs  $561.00   1 yr  $100.00 

 Donation:  $________    
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Please complete and send the bottom section of this form to the VMWS Inc. via email or mail.   

1.  PLEASE TICK WHICH TYPE OF APPLICATION YOU WISH TO REQUEST: 

 I am a applying for new membership.  Please complete the Membership Declaration and make payment. 

 I am changing my membership category.  Please complete the Membership Declaration and make payment 

 I am renewing my membership.  Only renewal payment is required. 

 

2. MEMBERSHIP DECLARATION:  

I wish to become a member of the Victorian Medical Women’s Society Inc., and will support the purposes of 
the Association and agree to comply with the Rules of the Association (available here). 

Signature: __________________________________ Date: _____________________________ 

3.  MEMBERSHIP DETAILS 

Membership Type: ___________________________ Duration: ___________________  Amount: $____________ 

Title, First Name & Surname: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Alternative Surname (if applicable): _________________________________________________________________ 

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: __________________________________________________  Date of Birth: _________________________ 

Email: _____________________________________________________Intern Year:__________________________ 

Specialty/Area of Practice: _____________________________________ Year of Graduation: __________________ 

Car-pooling: Potential driver: □                      Potential passenger: □  

NOTE:  When you join the VMWS you get 3 memberships for the price of 1!: the Australian Federation of Medical 

Women (AFMW) and the Medical Women's International Association (MWIA).  You will automatically be 

subscribed to all three mailing lists and your email address may be shared with other AFMW members. 

 VMWS newsletters are distributed electronically, unless you request otherwise. 

4. Membership Payment: CHQ to Victorian Medical Women’s Society. Post: VMWS Secretariat, PO Box 

252, East Melb VIC 8002; Electronic Transfer to Victorian Medical Women’s Society; BSB: 033 089; Act No: 
297664. Please include your name in the transfer info.  Refer to www.afmw.org.au/vic for our privacy policy. 

Donations are gratefully received. Please advise if you wish for your donation to be used for a specific purpose. 

http://www.afmw.org.au/vic   PO Box 252, East Melbourne 8002      vic@afmw.org.au 

 

Date payment 

 made:  

http://www.afmw.org.au/vic
http://www.afmw.org.au/vic

